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In-Plane-Gate Oxide-Based Thin-Film Transistors
Self-Aligned on Stacked Self-Assembled
Monolayer/SiO2 Electrolyte Dielectrics
Guodong Wu, Hongliang Zhang, Liqiang Zhu, Mingzhi Dai, Ping Cui, and Qing Wan

Abstract—Low-voltage oxide-based thin-film transistors (TFTs)
gated by stacked self-assembled octadecylphonic acid (ODPA)
monolayer/SiO2 electrolyte with an in-plane-gate structure are
self-aligned by one nickel shadow mask at room temperature.
The stacked gate dielectrics show a reduced gate leakage current
with the aid of the well-organized dense-stacked ODPA monolayer
buffer. The equivalent field-effect mobility, subthreshold voltage
swing, and drain current on/off ratio of such TFTs are estimated
to be 11 cm2/V · s, 140 mV/dec, and 106, respectively. Such
low-voltage in-plane-gate TFTs are very promising for low-cost
portable sensors.

Index Terms—In-plane gate, monolayer/SiO2 electrolyte,
self-assembly.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONVENTIONAL field-effect transistors have a sandwich
structure with the gate placed on the top or at the bottom

of the channel between source and drain electrodes. In contrast,
in-plane-gate transistors are devices with source/drain and gate
electrodes located on the same plane. The special features
of such devices are simple fabrication process and inherent
self-alignment [1]. The source/drain and gate electrodes were
defined by several techniques, such as laser-induced diffusion,
ion implantation, and trench etching [2]–[4]. Up to now, thin-
film transistors (TFTs) with in-plane-gate structure are of little
research. The main problems for in-plane-gate TFTs are the
weaker capacitive coupling, compared with the conventional
field-effect transistors and complicated defining-pattern pro-
cess. These problems result in large operation voltages and high
cost of the fabrication process, which are the major barriers for
low-cost portable application.

In order to reduce the operation voltage of the TFTs, several
methods were reported to enlarge the specific gate capacitance,
such as decreasing the thickness of the gate dielectrics, choos-
ing insulators with high dielectric constant [5]–[7], and using
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ion gel or ionic liquid with electric-double-layer (EDL) effect
[8], [9]. At the same time, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)
have recently attracted much attention for low-voltage TFTs
due to its decreased thickness of several nanometers. SAMs are
kinds of ultrathin well-organized dense-stacked films [10], [11].
Lately, our group has reported low-voltage oxide-based TFTs
gated by nanoporous SiO2-based electrolytes with a huge EDL
capacitance [12]. Such SiO2-based electrolytes give a promis-
ing route for low-voltage TFT fabrication. In this letter, we
explore stacked octadecylphonic acid (ODPA) monolayer/SiO2

electrolyte as the gate dielectric for low-voltage in-plane-gate
oxide-based TFT fabrication. The SiO2 electrolyte provided
huge EDL capacitance, and the ODPA monolayer acted as a
buffer layer to further reduce the gate leakage. Furthermore,
the source/drain, self-aligned channel, and in-plane gate can
be deposited simultaneously by using only one nickel shadow
mask. Such low-voltage in-plane-gate TFTs are very promising
for low-cost portable sensor application.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

All processes for device fabrication were performed at
room temperature. First, ITO substrates were immersed into a
1.0-mM ethanolic solution of ODPA for 24 h and then thor-
oughly rinsed with ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen.
Second, a 400-nm-thick SiO2-based electrolyte film was de-
posited onto the self-assembled ODPA monolayer covered ITO
glass substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
using SiH4 and O2 (3:18) as reactive gases at room temperature.
Third, 200-nm-thick ITO films for source/drain and in-plane-
gate electrodes were deposited on the stacked gate dielectrics
simultaneously by radio-frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering
with a nickel shadow masks. ITO films were deposited in 0.5-Pa
pure argon ambient with an RF power of 100 W. An thin ITO
channel layer can be self-assembled between ITO source/drain
electrodes during deposition due to the diffraction under the
nickel shadow masks. The distance between nickel mask and
substrate is ∼50 μm. The distance between the in-plane gate
and the source electrode was 300 μm. For circuit application,
the bottom ITO film should be patterned, and it can be patterned
by photolithography or laser scribing. Capacitance-frequency
curve of the stacked gate dielectrics was measured by a
Solartron 1260 impedance analyzer. The electrical characteris-
tics of the devices were measured by a Keithley 4200 semicon-
ductor parameter analyzer at room temperature in the dark.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of ITO-based TFTs with an in-plane-gate structure
self-aligned on stacked SAM /SiO2 electrolyte dielectrics.

Fig. 2. (a) Frequency-dependent capacitance curve of the stacked gate dielec-
tric film. The inset shows the molecular structure of ODPA. (b) Leakage-voltage
curves of two kinds of gate dielectrics. Curve a: 400-nm SiO2-based electrolyte.
Curve b: stacked self-assembled ODPA monolayer/SiO2 electrolyte dielectrics.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the in-plane-gate
TFTs self-assembled on stacked ODPA monolayer/SiO2 elec-
trolyte dielectrics. The ITO active channel thickness gradually
decreases from the edge of the source/drain electrode to the
middle of the self-assembled ITO channel. The thinnest part of
the ITO channel is estimated to be 40 nm. Fig. 2(a) shows the
specific capacitance of stacked ODPA monolayer/SiO2 elec-
trolyte dielectrics in the frequency range of 1.0 Hz–1 MHz with
an ITO/ODPA monolayer/SiO2 electrolyte/ITO sandwich test
structure. The specific capacitance increases with decreasing
frequency and shows a value of 4.9 μF/cm2 at 1.0 Hz due to the
interfacial EDL effect [12]. The inset in Fig. 2(a) depicts the
molecular structure of ODPA. Fig. 2(b) shows the gate leakage
curves of the two kinds of gate dielectrics. The area of the tested

Fig. 3. Electrical characteristics of ITO-based TFTs with in-plane-gate
structure. (a) Output characteristics (Ids–Vds). (b) Transfer characteristics
(Vds = 1.5 V).

region is 1.5 × 10−3 cm2. SiO2-based electrolyte film shows a
leakage current of 6.0 nA at 1.5 V. While the leakage current
of ODPA monolayer/SiO2 electrolyte stacked dielectrics was
measured to be less than 0.8 nA at 1.5 V, which is almost
one order of magnitude lower than that of the single SiO2

electrolyte dielectric. The low leakage current guarantees that
the TFT operation would not be affected by the gate leakage.

Here, we give a possible explanation for the operation
mechanism of such in-plane-gate TFTs. With a bottom ITO
conductive layer, it gives a strong capacitive coupling between
the in-plane gate and the active channel. Two capacitors in
series (C1 and C2) can be used to interpret this model, as
shown in Fig. 1. Each one can be described as an equivalent
EDL capacitor based on a vertical-stack sandwich structure. C1

and C2 are coupled by the bottom ITO film between stacked
ODPA monolayer/SiO2 electrolyte gate dielectrics and glass
substrate. Without bottom ITO layer, C1 and C2 cannot be
coupled effectively, and the field-effect is only through lateral
direction. The low capacitance in the lateral direction between
gate and channel results in a poor device performance.

Fig. 3(a) shows the output characteristics (Ids–Vds) of such
TFTs. Vgs was varied from −0.6 to 0.6 V in 0.2-V steps. The
Ids–Vds curves of such device have well-defined linear regimes
at low Vds biases and saturation regimes at high Vds biases,
which is in good agreement with the standard theory of field-
effect transistors. Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding transfer
characteristics at a fixed Vds = 1.5 V. The TFTs exhibit a
high performance with a large current on/off ratio (106) and a
small subthreshold swing of 140 mV/dec. A threshold voltage
(Vth) of −0.45 V was calculated from the x-axis intercept
of the square root of Ids-versus-Vgs plot. A small hysteresis
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Fig. 4. Transient response of the in-plane-gate TFTs self-assembled on
stacked SAM/SiO2 electrolyte dielectrics.

window of ∼0.08 V is observed due to the mobile protons
in the SiO2 electrolyte. The field-effect mobility (μFE) in the
saturation regime, which was extracted from the linear fitting
of the experimental results to the curve of I1/2d versus Vg , was
estimated to be 11 cm2/V · s. The field-effect mobility was
derived from the following equation:

Ids =

(
μFEWCi

2L

)
(Vgs − Vth)

2

where L = 50 μm is the channel length, and W = 1000 μm
is the channel width. Ci is the capacitance between gate and
source electrode, which, from our proposed in-plane gate struc-
ture model, Ci = C1C2/(C1 + C2) = 1/2C1 = 2.45 μF/cm2,
because C1 and C2 is an equivalent capacitance, C1 = C2.

The stability measurements of such TFTs were also inves-
tigated. Fig. 4 shows the transient response of the in-plane-
gate TFTs to a square-shaped Vgs with a pulsed amplitude
of V+ = 1.0 V and V− = −1.5 V, under a constant bias of
Vds = 1.5 V. Such TFTs exhibited good reproducibility be-
cause the OFF current was almost unchanged and the current
on/off ratio nearly kept to be a constant (> 105). This indicates
that ions in the SiO2 electrolyte have not penetrated into the
ITO channel and no obvious electrochemical doping occurs
at the ITO channel and SiO2 electrolyte interface when the
gate potential is biased. Such device is not suitable for high-
frequency electronics due to the limitation of EDL dielectric
and unnecessary parasitic capacitance related to the in-plane-
gate structure, but it is favorable for low-cost portable sensor
applications because low switching speed is enough.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, low-voltage in-plane-gate ITO-based EDL
TFTs gated by ODPA monolayer/SiO2 electrolyte stacked gate
dielectrics have been self-aligned on ITO-based conducting
glass substrates at room temperature by using only one metal
mask. The stacked gate dielectrics have shown a large EDL
capacitance and reduced leakage current with the aid of the
well-organized dense-stacked ODPA monolayer. The equiv-
alent field-effect mobility, subthreshold swing, and current
on/off ratio was estimated to be 11 cm2/V · s, 140 mV/dec, and
106, respectively. Such low-voltage in-plane-gate EDL TFTs
processed at room-temperature are very promising for low-cost
portable sensor applications.
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